
 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

BIKE    HIKE GRGUREVO 

 

 

You have come to the old baroque town of Požega. In the heart of Slavonia, at the altitude of 

152 meters, there is the county center Požega. 

In last 3 centuries, inhabitants of Požega celebrate 12th of March 1688., when frior Luka 

Ibrišimović liberated Požega from 150 years old Turkish occupation. On that day people shoot 

out of the cannons on the hill of Sokolovac,  historic guards and city guards from all over 

Croatia and abroad march in the streets of Požega, and on the hills people complete atmosphere 

with a glass of good wine from Požega winemakers. 

Taste our Požega with the wine and the delicacies of the Požega for Grgurevo, also mark the 

battle with the cannonballs. 

Be a part of the celebration of this date, be a part of Grgurevo in Požega. 

 

 

Schedule 

 

  city center tour 

  attending the ceremony of Croatian historical army units 

 13:00 start of the Top event 

departure to vineyards of Požega, from the Street Sv. Vida or Street Sv. Duha 

   (medium light terrain: 3.6 km, one and a half hour) 

  tour of three wine cellars on Požega hill 

  wine cellar of family Jurković (from 13:00);              

   - tasting of ''Čobanac'' 

   - wine tasting 

   - fruit brandy tasting 

   - taking photos with frior Luka Ibrišimović 

   - application for a prize game 

   - time for Slavonian tamburica    

  wine cellar of family Vujnović (from 13:00); 

- tasting of rolled meat with potato salad 

- wine tasting 

- fruit brandy tasting 

- taking photos of Požega and vineyards in picture frame of Grgurevo 

- application for a prize game 
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- time for Slavonian tamburitza 

wine cellar of family Bauer (from 13:00); 

- tasting of Slavonian sausage and bacon on fire (self-baking) 

- wine tasting 

- fruit brandy tasting 

- shooting from the Grgurevo cannon 

- application for a prize game 

- live music 

walking through Požega vineyards (medium light terrain: 3.6 km, one and a  

            half hour) 

possibility to ride a bike 

 

 18:00 return to the Holy Trinity Square 

  choosing the winner in BIKE AND HIKE GRGUREVO game 

                   

 

TOP EVENT includes 

 

-  tasting on open; Požega Grgurevo menu, tour of three wine cellars    

- music from Slavonian tamburitza 

- Požega wine tasting 

- Požega brandy tasting 

 

Price of tasting: 25,00 kn is price for glass and etui. It includes tasting of Slavonian delicacies 

and wines and brandy of Požega in three wine cellars on Požega hills. 
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